CEREC Technology Equips Dentist Dr. Nickelice Brand with Easy, Accurate Impressions and Dental Crowns in Ocala, FL

Respected dental practice, Dental Implants of Ocala, revolutionizes traditional dental impressions with advanced CEREC technology. CEREC allows for comfortable, precise digital impressions and the ability to fabricate same-day crowns or bridges.

OCALA, Fla. (PRWEB) November 07, 2019 -- Ocala, FL dentist, Dr. Nickelice Brand, improves dental crown milling and the dental impression process with state-of-the-art CEREC technology. Utilizing cutting-edge digital scanning, digital impressions offered by CEREC improve the accuracy, comfort and speed of treatment over traditional “goopy” impression material. This technology also offers an in-house milling machine, allowing Dr. Brand to provide same-day dental crowns, bridges, and dental implants customized for each patient.

Traditionally, dental impressions are taken using a goopy material that often makes patients gag, tastes bad, and can be uncomfortable to sit through. CEREC technology removes these drawbacks by using a handheld wand that captures digital images of the teeth and the bite. This results in a quicker and more comfortable treatment when capturing impressions for dental crowns or bridges.

In addition to making impressions easier to capture, CEREC also speeds up the treatment timeframe when it comes to the creation of dental crowns or bridges. CEREC has its own in-house milling machine, which can fabricate a lifelike and durable dental crown or bridge during the same appointment the impression is taken. This is beneficial to patients because they no longer have to wear temporary crowns or wait weeks for their finalized tooth.

"One of the things we are most proud of in our office is the ability to bring the latest in technology to our patients,” says dentist Dr. Brand. “CEREC makes me better, it makes our patients happier, and it's a wonderful technology.”

CEREC technology is a versatile tool that can be used for multiple dental procedures. Commonly, dental crowns are created to restore damaged teeth, but they can also be used to cap a dental implant. CEREC also allows dentists to create dental bridges, a collection of crowns attached together to span the gap of a missing tooth. Plus, it provides the data needed to create full mouth dental implant arches for procedures such as All-on-4®. Dr. Brand offers All-on-4 dental implants to patients with several damaged or missing teeth as a permanent full mouth tooth replacement option.

Those interested in learning more about CEREC, dental crowns, or the other services offered at Dental Implants of Ocala can connect with Dr. Brand for a consultation. To schedule an appointment, call the practice at 352-653-2500 or visit the website, www.dentalimplantsofocala.com.

About the Dentist

Dental Implants of Ocala offers specialized and all-inclusive dental implant treatment to patients of Marion County, including Ocala, FL and beyond. Dr. Nickelice Brand, the practice’s leading implant dentist, has over 25 years of experience and focuses solely on providing innovative implant solutions for his patients. Placing over 500 implants a year, Dr. Brand has retained a 98 percent implant success rate and an even higher level of
patient satisfaction. The team at Dental Implants of Ocala remains up to date on implant dentistry’s most innovative and unique technologies, including bone morphogenetic protein, Digital Smile Design, and CeraRoot ceramic dental implants, to ensure the highest standard of care and most predictable treatment outcomes. To learn more about Dental Implants of Ocala and their innovative implant care, visit www.dentalimplantsofocala.com or call 352-653-2500.
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